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1. Introduction.   In this paper we consider the boundary problem

(1.1) P(x,D)u=f    in   xn>0,

(1.2) QAx, D)u = gi   on   *n - 0,1 ¿j ¿ r,

where P(x, D) is a quasi-elliptic operator and {Q¡(x, D)}Tj = x is a system of boundary

operators satisfying the complementing condition.

First we derive the a priori estimate of the form

(1-3) ML â C(\\P(x, D)v\\o+ 2 \QÀx> D)v\kl+\\v\\0)

for suitable boundary norms \Qj(x, D)v\kj,j= 1,..., r.

Secondly we shall consider about the hypo-analyticity at the boundary xn=0

for the above problem with the simple boundary operators.

In §2, a definition of a quasi-elliptic operator is given. In §3, a definition of a

quasi-elliptic boundary problem is- given. §4 and §5 are devoted to derive an a

priori estimate (coerciveness estimate) for the case of constant coefficients. In

§6 and §7, we shall prove the coerciveness estimate for the case of variable co-

efficients. In §8 we prove the regularity at the boundary of the solutions of quasi-

elliptic boundary problem.

In §§9, 10 and 11 we consider hypo-analyticity at the boundary for quasi-

elliptic boundary problems. Theorem 9.2 was suggested by Professor Lions.

The author is deeply indebted to the authors [2], [3] and [12] to make this paper.

The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professors Mizohata, Lions, and Kuroda

for their valuable suggestions.

2. Preliminaries. Let Rn be the «-dimensional Euclidean space whose point is

denoted by (xx,..., xn). For convenience, set x=(xx,..., xn-x), y=xn and denote

by (x, y) a point of Rn. The half spaces y > 0 and y ^ 0 are denoted by R + and

(Rn+y respectively.

Let a=(ax,...,a„) be a multi-index of nonnegative integers with length

|a| = «i+ • • • +an. We put D^i'^d/dx,), 1 èjèn, (i2= -1), and

Dx = (Dx,...,Dn.x),       Dy = Dn,       D = (Dx,...,Dn).
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Then the linear differential operators of order m with constant coefficients can

be written as

(2.1) P(D) = P(DX, Dy) =   2  attD"xi-Dan«,
\a\Sm

where the coefficients aa are complex constants. The polynomial corresponding to

P(DX, Dy) is

P(ç,v)= 2 *,&*-• &-tif*>
|a|gm

where £-(&,..., L-Ù-
Definition 2.1. A quasi-elliptic operator of weight q is defined as an operator

(2.1) satisfying the following conditions:

m¡ > 0,    1 í i í b,   are given integers,   m = max m>,
lSJSn

(2.2)
q¡ = mjm, ^ 1,    and   q = (qx,.. .,qn).

(2.3) P(D)=   2   a°Da> where <«.?> = «i?i+"•+«««.;
(a,()S»

the principal part of P with respect to the weight q is 7>0(£)) = 2(íí,<¡>=m aaD".

(2.4) 2     l&h + hi"1" * cl^°(i. 1)1    for any   (*> v) e 7*".
ISiSn-l

We see that the quasi-elliptic operators are hypo-elliptic. We note that when

mj = m for every j, the quasi-elliptic operators are just the elliptic operators of

order m. If w„=l and m¡=2 for j<n, we find that the heat equation is quasi-

elliptic. Also the /»-parabolic equations in the sense of Petrowsky are quasi-elliptic

(cf. Friberg [3]).

Let tx(£), ..., rmn(f) denote the roots of P°(Ç, z)=0 for each real vector $=

(ii, • • -, fn-i)- In the case n>2 we see from the condition (2.4) that the number r

of the roots with the positive imaginary part is independent of f#0, and in this

case we shall say that P($, r))(P(D)) is of determined type r. In the case of n = 2 we

suppose this root-condition on P°($, r¡).

3. Coerciveness inequality (I). The constant coefficient case.

We consider a quasi-elliptic operator P(D) of weight q=(mjmx,..., m\mn)

and of determined type r (1 ̂ r^mn):

(3.1) P(D) = P(DX, Dy) =     2    «.^••■«•-VD;..
<«,«>Sm

Here we may assume the coefficient of D™* is equal to 1. The corresponding

polynomial of P(D) is

P(£,v)=    2    «•^•••«•--iV».
<<r,9>Sm
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By rearrangement if necessary we may assume that

(3.2) Im rk(i) > 0,       1 á¡ k á r,

(3.3) Im t¿€) < 0,       r < k è mn,

Set

P+ =fi(v-Tk(û),      P-=P°IP+.

Similarly we consider the boundary operators of the form

(3.4) Q¿D) =    2    bäD\      j = 1,..., r,   0 á pf S (m.-1) £ - m-q„

The corresponding polynomial of Q¡(D) is

Qi(t-n)=    2   MÎ'---«---iV-

and

QÎ(i,V)=    2    **ífl-"-«"--iV-.
<Ä.«>=P/

Definition 3.1 (Complementing condition). We shall say that the Q¡(D)

(j=l,...,r) cover P(D) when £?°(f, r¡)(j= 1,..., r) are linearly independent

modulo P+(i, r¡) as the polynomials in -n for every nonzero f e Rn~1.

Let C0(/?+) denote the set of complex-valued functions which are infinitely

diflerentiable in Rn+ and vanish for (x, y) with |x|2+j2 sufficiently large. We denote

by v(è, y) the Fourier transform of v(x, y) g Cô((Rn+)') with respect to the varia-

bles xx>..., xn_x:

¿(Í, y) = (277)-<"-1>'2 f      e-'«-je>D(x, v) dx.

As usual we set

Corresponding to the operator (3.1) we employ the notation

(3.5) <0 = (|¿ih + --- + |ín-i|",-O1,m.

For a real number p, we shall make use of the scalar product

<»i, v2y, = f    (i+<i>a)p<'i(f > o)ü(?röl ¿f, t;1( D2 g críx/m
jj¡n_i

The corresponding norm is given by

(3.6) M„ = «v, v\)x*.

Then we have the following two theorems.
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Theorem 3.1. Let  P(D)   and   Qj(D), j=\,.. .,r,  be  given   as  above   and

Qí(D) (j= 1.r) cover P(D). Then there is a constant^) C depending only on

P° and Qf (j=\,...,r) such that

(3.7) 2     H^ll * c(\\po(D)v\\ + Z \Q%D)v\m.Pl^mt2m\
<a,«>=m \ i = l /

for alive Co-((R:)-).

Theorem 3.2. Let P(D) and Q¡(D), j= 1,..., r, be the same as in Theorem 3.1.

7Aen there is a constant Cdepending only on Pand Qj(j—\,...,r) such that

(3.8) 2    I^ll =c(||7(7))t)|| + 2 |ßX0)»L-p,-<«,aM.>+IMl)

for all v e C?((Rn+)a).

Theorem 3.1 can be proved by the modification of Schechter's method [12],

we shall give the complete proof in the following section. The proof of Theorem 3.2

will be given in §5.

4. Proof of Theorem 3.1.    Let R(£, -q) be any monomial such that

(4.1) 7?(f, t?) = fíi • • • &i-xir,«n,       <«, q> = m.

Then there is a constant Kx such that

(4.2) \R((,V)\ í Kx\P°(t,r,)\,       (t,v)eR\

In fact, R(£, y)/P°(¿;, y) is continuous on the surface |i|2+ij2 = l in Rn, and to

replace & by ijtllmi, /= 1,..., n — 1 and -q by -qt1,m» in (4.2) is nothing but to multiply

both sides of (4.2) by t if t > 0. Hence (4.2) is valid for every (f, rj) e Rn.

Now it will be convenient to make the following definition.

Definition 4.1. We shall say that a function p(£, -q) is homogeneous of degree A

(with respect to weight q), if for any / > 0 it holds

(4.3) />(r""i iu tm'm2{,..., t***j) = tkp(è, v),       (£, r,) e R".

We recall that QfiS, ij)«!<«.,>-**,fí*-••£v1V,0a/>y*«-(«/»«,,) that is,
Q° is homogeneous of degree p¡ with respect to weight q. We observe that by multi-

plying each Q%è, t?) by an appropriate power of <£> = (|fi|mi + ' • ' +|í»-i|"""1)l'm»

we may assume that each Q°(£, rj) is homogeneous of degree m-(mlmn) with

respect to weight q. Then Qf(£, t/), 1 èjâr, may no longer be polynomials in the f,

but this does not affect the following argument.

For simplicity we assume that the roots rfc(f) of P°($, z)=0 are simple, because

(') In this paper we use the same symbol C to express different constants.
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it is easy to prove Theorem 3.1 for the general case. Resolving into partial fractions

we have

where

R_      ^ _e]L_ ßy      ^

,,x _    ^(£ Tfc) „.  _   gf(f, rk) \<i<r\<k<m
m) - dp°(t, rky    qikW - dp°(t, rk)'    l =J =r'1 = * = m"-

dr¡ 8r¡

We can easily verify

(4.4) tmlm»Tk(0 = rk(rlm^x,..., í m'm'.-!£„_!),       !>0,l^am„,

(4.5) tmlm«ek(£;) = ek(tmlm^x,..., rm'"-»ín.xX       í > 0, 1 ^ A g mn.

Similarly we have

(4.6) ?/fc(fl = qjk(tmlmi£x,..., iffl/m-^„-i),      r > 0,1 á / á r, 1 á A á m».

In particular, it follows that there are constants #2 and K3 such that

(4.7) |efc(f)| ̂ ^2<f>m,m" = ^2 161"')      -       1 = A g wn,

(4.8) K3x(Omlm" á |Im rte(0| á K3(Ç)m,m»,       1 á A g mn.

Let £(£, .y) be the Fourier transform of v(x, v) e C0°° ((/?!)") with respect to the

variables xx,..., xn-x and define it to be zero for y < 0. We consider v(i;, y) as a

function of y with a vector parameter f. Set

<K61) = (¿ï« £ e-'"-v0(£. y) dy.

Then we see that [recall that Dy = i-x(d/dy)]

(4.9) [Dyv]~ = ■qv+-^2v(è,Ç>).

Next define

and set

f(î,y)=P°(è,Dy)v(è,y)       for j 2:0

= 0 for j < 0,

Then by (4.9)

(4.10) / = (r, - Tk)[PfM, Dy)v] ~ + Wk,       l=kèmn
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where

i

(2ÍT)1
w* = 7Ô3Î72 P&i, ¿>»)<*É, 0),        1 ú k á mn.

Since

we have by (4.9)

* = 2 eif»

[R($, Dy)v}~ = 2 ek[P¡((, Dy)vY

~ po7     Z, yl_.
k~x-q-Tk

and hence

1»^
|[7?(f, Z>„)<5]~| =£ JrJ/l+*«<£>""». 2 Fl"

Thus by Parseval's formula and (4.8) we see

(4.11) / »00 "•« \

sc       |/|2^+<om'm- 2 w •
\J-«o )C = 1 /

We note that Im rk<0 for r<k¿mn. Paley-Wiener's theorem implies

i     —— dq = -2mWk,       r < k g mn.
J-œ~q-Tk

Hence by (4.8) and by Schwarz's inequality

(4.12) |ITfc|2 ̂  const. <D"m'm» f"   \f\2dr,,       r < k £ mn.
J — 00

Therefore (4.11) becomes

(4.13) f" \*Xt, Dy)v\2 dyèC (J^ l/l2 dq + <Çy»"»n | | ̂ fc|2)-

Next we observe that there is no complex vector o, = (wx,..., o>r)^0 such that

J,k=xqjk<uk=0, l^A^r. For, otherwise there would be a complex vector

A = (A1;..., Ar)#0 such that

(4.14) 2 X>4* = °>       1 = * = '>
>=i
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p°-2^=I 2^ = 2 2^f
which shows that 2J-i ^jô? ¡s a multiple of F+. This contradicts the comple-

menting condition (Definition 3.1). Thus the expression

r r

2 2 aixa>>>
! = 1     fc = 1

is positive on the compact set 2»-i liu)c|2 = l» |f| = L Hence by the homogeneity

properties of the qjk, there exists some constant K±

(4.15)

for all to and f.

Now recall that

2 w = ̂ 2 2fe'0"
y=i fc=i

Ô? = 2 ?ft/,*°+ 2 fa^°-

^* = ¡¿p ''»UWí.o).

By the triangle inequality

2 qikP°M, 0) $ |g?<Ki,0)| + 2 fa^ (2t)1'2.

Hence combining (4.12), (4.13) and (4.15) we get

(4.16)   £° \R(i, Dy)v(è,y)\2dy á c(J^ |/|a4*í+(l+<í»"'"- J. IOM£0)|8V

If we now integrate with respect to £ we obtain (3.7). This completes the proof.

5. Proof of Theorem 3.2.    First we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. For any e>0 there exists a constant C= C(e)>0 such that

(5.1) 2     11^11= £    2     \\Dav\\ + C\\v\\,       veC?((R\n
<Ä,«><m <a,«>=m

Proof. We extend v = v(x, y) e C0°°((Fn+)a) to the whole space Rn setting

vx(x, y) = v(x, y),       ;H

= 2 Á*v(x' ~ky)>   y < °'
k = l

where the Xk are constants chosen so that all the derivatives Dyv for 0¿jSmn— 1
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are continuous at y=0. Here Xk depends only on m„. We observe that for a satis-

fying <ot, q) ^ m

[Davx)~ = ñ.-&V,S(í,-)),

and that, for any e > 0 and ß «/}, q} < m),

|gt... |j>._v,#. J á ,    2     I iï1 • • • ÄHY" I + C

with a constant C depending only on e. By using Parseval's identity the lemma

follows.

By Lemma 5.1 we have

2  \\d°v\\=  2  1*4+  2  ii^ii
t,ij>Sm <a,ï><m <a,<j> = m

á(l+«)    2    l^ll + CWM,       »eC0-((/P+)°).
<a,«> = m

So, from Theorem 3.1 we get

2     ||D"r| S c(||7>°(7)>|| + 2 \Q%D)v\m-Pl-m,2^+\\v\\),
(5.2)     <".«>Sm \ y = i /

veCMRlY).

Similarly we can see that for any e>0 there is a constant C>0 such that

\\P°(D)v\\ée    2     \\Da4 + C\\v\\ + \\P(D)v\\,       veCo-^Rin
<o,«>=m

Taking e sufficiently small (for instance e=£) we get the inequality

(5.3)      2 ii^ii ic(\\nm+t\QKD)v\m-PI-mi+\\v\\\-
<a,q>£m \ j=l I

It remains to replace Q°iD)v by Q¡iD)v in (5.3). To do so, again we need to

extend vix, y)to the whole space 7?n as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 and we denote

the extension by vxix, y).

For any v e CôiiRn+)~), we have by Schwarz's inequality

^»^^¿(/".Wf. 1)1 <*!))"

The last integral is equal to 7r(l + <i>2m/mn)_1'2- Hence we get

ii+<ù)m-p>-ml2m«\?''i>>viç,o)\ <: C(l+<Or-"^J|iay«J3i|aiAj)

(5.4)
+ il +<ù)m-p'-mlm"({\Ça'ria'> + 1Vi\2 dq\     •
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Here we put a = (a', an),a' = (ax,.. .,an_x) and we assume <,ct,q}=pj (p¡úm

- mlmn). For the first term on the right hand side, the method used already gives

(l + <f»m-p'|fay»l è C(l + |f1h + --- + b|'V),      (S,TJ)eR*,

for some constant C. Similarly for the second term, we have

(l + <D)m"p'"m'm"|£ayn + 1l ^ C(l + \Çx\mi + --- + \ri\mn),        (Ç,r,)eRn.

Thus by extending v to vx and by Parseval's formula, we get

(5.5) |F>^|m_Pi_m/am„ ̂ C   2    \\D^v\\,       veC?((Rn+)a)
<0.«>Sm

for any a such that <a, q} =pf.

By triangle inequality we have

|ß,°(i>)»l»-P,-«,a«.  á   \Qj(D)v\m.P).ml2mn + C      2       W—»-*■■.•
<«,<!>< Py

Hence a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 5.1 gives for any c>0

\Q°(I>)v\m-p,-ml2mn  á   \Qi(^>\m-pl-ml2mn +e      2       l^lm-pj-mHim,

(5.6) <«.«> = p,

+ C(e)|t;|m_P/.m/2m„,       v g Co-(W)°).

By the argument used in the proof of the inequality (5.5) we get for the third term

on the right hand side of (5.6)

(5.7) \v\m-Vl-ml2mn ík e    2    \\Dav\\ + C(e)\\v\\,       veCo»((Riy).

Here we may assume p¡ > 0, otherwise we do not need such an inequality because

Pi=0 implies Qj = const, and Q°=Q¡.

Combining the inequalities (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) we have

(5.8) \Q%D)v\m-Pi.ml2mn í |gX/))t>|m_Pi_m/2mn + 2£    2    ^4 +CM.

Finally, taking c sufficiently small we arrive at the conclusion:

2     \\D"v\\ Ï c(\\P(D)v\\ + 2 |g//>>|m_p,_m,2mn+H)>
(5 9) <«.«>Sm \ i=l /

v e C?((Rn+y).

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

6. Coerciveness inequality (II). The case of variable coefficients. The con-

clusions of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 can be extended to operators with

variable coefficients.

Let £2 be a domain in /?" . It is supposed that the boundary of ÍÍ contains an open

set w (,¿ 0) in the plane y=0. For convenience, assume the origin (0,..., 0) is

contained in the (interior of) plane boundary to.
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We consider a linear differential operator

(6.1) Pix,y,D)=     2    aaix,y)D",
<a,9)^m

where aa(x, v) are complex valued functions defined on £2 u a, and infinitely

differentiable. We assume that the operator (6.1) is quasi-elliptic of weight

q=im\mx,..., m\mn) in £2 u cu, more precisely, there is a constant K>0 such

that

(6.2) |£ih + ---+|£„-i|m-' + Mm» ZK\    2    "°(x,y)tttY"\

for any (£, -q) e Rn and for any (x, y) e £2 u cu. We may assume the coefficient of

7>™» is identically equal to 1.

Set PiD) = 2«>.<¡>sm û„(0, 0)D" and assume that 7>(D) is of determined type r,

1 <^r¿mn (see §1). We consider r boundary operators Q¡ix, D) defined on <o:

(6.3) Qiix, D)=     2    baix)D"xD°yn,      j - 1,..., r, 0 * p, ¿ m-m\mn,
<a,q>%P,

where Aff(x) are complex valued functions defined on o, and infinitely differentiable.

Set

QID)=     2    bMDiW»,      j=U---,r.
<a.«>SPj

We denote by £2,5 (â > 0) the hemisphere

Ci6 = {ix,y);y^0, \x\2+y2 < 82},

and denote by a,¿ the plane boundary of £2Ó :

(o6 = {ix,0);x < 8}.

Theorem 6.1. Let Pix, y, D) and Qfix, D),j= 1,..., r be defined as above and

assume that ô/7>) (j= 1,..., r) cover P(D). Then for sufficiently small S>0 there

exists a constant C > 0 such fAaf

2     ||7>"tf|| Ú c(\\P(x,y, D)v\\ + 2 \Q,i*, />)»|-pl-/a».+ |i'll)'
(6.4) «*.1>3m \ Í-1 /

v e C0°°(£2¿).

7. Proof of Theorem 6.1.    In view of Theorem 3.2 it holds for some constant C

2 iij>-»ii s cí\\PiD)v\\+2 iex^u-P/-m/2m„+iifii).
(7.1) «r.«>Sm \ i=l /

veCfiiRl)').

Let us write

PiD)v = Pix,y, D)v+[P(D)-Pix,y, D)]v.
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Then for any e > 0 we can take sufficiently small 8 > 0 such that

(7.2) \\P(D)v\\Z\\P(x,y,D)v\\+e    2     WD"4,       veC0x(n6).
<a,g>gm

Put £=1/2. Then we have

2     \\Dav\\ á 2c(\\P(x,y, D)v\\ + 2 \QÁD)v\n-Pl-ml2mn+\\v\\),
(7.3) <«.9>Sm \ ; = 1 /

v G Co°°(í2a)-

It remains to replace Qj(D) by Q¡(x, D) in (7.3). To do so, we shall prove some

lemmas. We denote by ys e SXR"'1) the distribution such that

(7.4) ys(0 = 0 + fïmi + • • • + &m-\- r2m

for real s.

Lemma 7.1 (cf. Mizohata [9]). Let s be real and positive. Then

(7.5) ||(*«ys) * 9||  i e(a, 8)\\ys * 7||, tp G C?(R«-X),    a # 0.

Here, e(a, 8) is a constant such that e(a, 8) tends to zero when the diameter 8 of the

support of<p tends to zero.

Proof. It is obvious that

Ä0 = (-i)lalz>?n(f) = PMm,

where Pa(£) tends to zero when |£| -> oo. Now

(pc*y¿ * f{x) = (2n)'<»-»« f       exp (Kx, e»P¿Q9¿Om d(+[       ■■■.

Take R sufficiently large. Then |Fa(f)| ée¡2, \(\>R. The L2-norm of the second

term is dominated by e/2||y, * <p||, where e will be given later. Let R be fixed as

above. The L2-norm of the first term is estimated by

(7.6) max|Fa(ays(í)l(f       imi'diY"-
HIS« \J|{|Sb /

On the other hand, it holds that

|<p(£)l á j\<p(x)\ dx Ú (Vol. [supp. ?])XI2-\WI

Hence (7.6) is estimated by

max |Fa(f)y8(ai(Vol. [supp. <p])xl2- M -(Vol. B(R))X'2,

where B(R) is a ball whose radius is R. Clearly ||<p|| á \\y, * <p\\ for s > 0. So the lemma

is proved.
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Remark. We note that xtty,ix) e L2iRn ~x) if we take a such that |a| is sufficiently

large.

Lemma 7.2 (cf. [9]). Let s be real, positive and bix) e C00^"-1). 7Aen

(7.7) \\bix)iys * <p)-ys * (A(x)ç>)|| é «(S, s)\\ys * <p||,       v e CoW1).

Here e(S, s) is a constant, which tends to zero when the diameter of the support of<p

tends to zero.

Proof. The commutator, which we must estimate, is

(7.8) bix)ys * <p-ys * bix)<p = J[oOc)-A(x')]ys(*-*W) dx'.

We use the Taylor's formula for bix') around x:

bix') - bix) =      2     (* ~,*)g D"bix) + 2 baix, x')ix' - x)a,       Aa(x, x') e C.
lg|ar|Si-l a- |a| = l

Then (7.8) is written as

v     /    ,*« D"bix) . ..  .2     (-!)"—4-L(xays)*9
lálolS¡-l "■

(7.9)

+ (- l)i + 1 2   [baix, x')ix-x'yy$ix-x')<pix') dx'.
M = lJ

By Lemma 7.1 it is clear that every expression iDabix)/a ¡X^y,) * q> in the first

term of (7.9) has the property (7.7). We take / sufficiently large so that xay„ix) eL2,

\a\ =1 (cf. Remark of Lemma 7.1). Then every term in the second summation is

estimated as follows:

sup \baix,x')\ j\ix-x'yy3ix-x')\ \<pix')\ dx' = sup \b„ix, x')\i\x°ys\ * \<p\)-i2)

By Hausdorff-Young's inequality

m*y.l*MIU» = II^IUHW*-
Moreover

\\<p(x)y ï (Vol. [supp.*-])1'2-]^)^.

Combining these estimates we obtain the inequality (7.7)

Corollary 1. Let<peCfiR71'1), supp.<p <= {x; \x\^8}sBi8)andbix)eC'°iRn-1)

with b and each Dab bounded on R71'1. Then

(7.9) ||y, * A(x)<p|| è C|6|fc||y, * <p||,       A = A(s), -oo < s < oo,

(2) It follows easily from our hypotheses that b„(x, x') is bounded onÄ""lxÄ""'.
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where

\b\k = 2 sup i^wi-

In particular, ifb(0) = 0, then

(7.10) \\ys*b(x)<p\\ ïe(8,s)\\ys*<p\\,

where e(8, s) is a constant such that e(8, s) -*■ 0 when the diameter 8 of the support of

tp tends to zero.

The proof is easy, so we omit it here.

Now let us continue the proof of Theorem 6.1. We note that the norms

|d|s and \\ys * v(x, 0)|I,2<Bn-i) are equivalent to each other. Let us write

QAD)v(x, 0) = g,(*, D)v + (Q}(D) - g/x, D))v,       v e CáW

If we assume that 8 < 1, we may (by altering the coefficients of the bj(x, D) outside

the unit ball) assume that coefficients of bj(x, D) and each of its derivatives is

bounded on Rn~1. Then the corollary stated above yields

\QAD)v\m-p,-ml2m„   =   I Qi(x, D)v\m. v¡ _m/2m„

(7'U) +<Z,Pi)       2       l^lm-py-m,2m„, V G C0°°(i2d).
<tt,q>épj

As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 3.2 there exists a constant C not depending

on 8 such that

(7.12) 2     IH-í^ÍC    2    ll^ll'       »eC0-(£i4).
<a,í>ápy <a,«>£m

Hence if we take 8 sufficiently small, we get the estimate :

2     \\Dav\\ è c(\\P(x,y,D)v\\ + 2 IÔA*,£>lm-p,-m,2m„+Hy   »eCo-ÍQ,),

which completes the proof.

Remark. We note that the necessity of our complementing condition (Definition

3.1) for the validity of the estimate (3.8) can be proved by the analogous way in

[1,§10].

8. Regularity at the boundary.    We introduce function spaces 4>m and Hs.

Definition 8.1. By <S>m(Rn+) = <S>m we mean the set of all ueL2(R\) such that

£>"« g L2(R\ ) for any a satisfying <<*, a> ^ m. The space <t>m is a Hubert space with

norm

(8.1) HIS-  2  ii^ii2-
<a,qysm

We denote by Hs(Rn~x) = Hs (for a real i^O) the set of all u e L2(Rn~x) such

that

(i+<*»*(© «irçjr-»).
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The space 77s is a Hubert space with norm

(8.2) |k|, = ||(1 +<f»s«(f)|L«<il"1> S ¡y. * tfh'c*-*»

where we also denote by û(£) the Fourier transform of u with respect to variables

x=ixx,..., XB_i).

Definition 8.2. We shall say « £ i>Sc(£2d) if 9p« s <I>m for all <p e C0co(£2d). Similarly

we shall say u e /T^co,,) if <puix) e 77s for all 95 s Cô (">«).

Concerning with the properties of the spaces 3>m and 77s we have the following

lemmas.

Lemma 8.1. Let s and t be two integers such that 0<s<t. Then for any e > 0 there

exists a constant C=Cie) such that

(8.3) H|t g e||i4 + C||w||,       «eO1.

Proof. Clearly CôHRn+)a) is dense in <J>' for every t. Hence Lemma 8.1 can be

reduced to Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 8.2. For every «eO™ there exists the trace

Dauix,0)eHm'p-ml2mn,       0S/)S m-/n/mn, <«,#> £ p,

and there is a constant C=Cim) such that

(8.4) 2       |-0a"lm-p-m/2m„  á   C||M||m, U E <Dm.
<c«>âP

The proof of Lemma 8.2 can be given by the argument stated at the end of §5.

So we omit the detail.

Now take p = p(x) e Co(Rn~1) satisfying the following:

(i) JBn-i p(x)dx=l and

(ii) p($) = 0(\$\k), i -+0 for some sufficiently large integer A.

Set pe(x) = e-(n~1)P(xle) (e>0). If v £ 4>m, the regularization of v

vAjc, y) - «-<-» jv(x', y)P(x-x'le) dx',       vH,

is infinitely differentiable with respect to x and obviously ve e Om, and t>, ->■ v in

<Dm(Ät)ase^0.

As usual we denote by <S((7?" )°) the set of all the functions, each of which is a

restriction in (7?+)a of a function in <5(7?n).

Lemma 8.3. If ueL2(R\) and ae<B((Rn+)a) and if Pe C0x'(Rn-1) satisfies (i)

and (ii), iAen

(8.5) \\Yi*(aue-(au)e)\\L\Rny^O       as   e^O.

The lemma is derived by a simple modification of the proof of Theorem 2.4.3

in [5], so we omit the proof. (For the definition of yx, see (7.4).)
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Theorem 8.1. Consider the boundary problem

(8.6) P(x,y,D)u=f    in   £2,

(8.7) Qi(x,D)u = gj   on   to,      j=\,...,r,

where P(x, y, D) is a quasi-elliptic operator given in §6, and the boundary operators

Qi(x, D) are also given in §6.

Suppose m g <Dî"oc(Q). If feCx(ñ) and if g,e C°°(oS),j=i,..., r, then there

exists a positive number 8 = 8(t) such that u e $£+ '(üá)/or / = 1, 2, —

Proof. First take any tangential derivative D% (here ß=(ßx,..., ßn-x,0)).

We want to prove that there exists a 8 = 8(ß) such that

(8.8) DBx(tpu) e <Dm

forany <pGCá°(ü¿).

To do so, it is sufficient to prove that for any positive integer s there exists a

8 = 8(s) such that

(8.9) y5 * (tpu) e <Dm

for any tp e C"(ÜÓ). We consider the case s= 1.

We set P(D) = 2<a.q>¿m aa(0, 0)Z>« and &(/>) = !«,.,>Sp/ Aa(0)Z)a, j= 1,..., r,

the same as in §6. As yx * (tpu)e e 4>%R" ) for any tp e C0°°(Q) and for any e>0, the

coerciveness estimate yields

\\yx*(<pu)c\\má C(\\P(D)(yx*(tpu)e)\\

(8.10)
+ 2   \QAD)Yl * (<Pd),\m-p,-m,2m»+ ||yi * (<PU)S\\),

where the constant C is independent of tp e C¿°(ü) and of e (>0).

Write

yx » P(D)(tpu)e = yx * P(x, y, D)(9u)e

+yx*{(P(D)-P(x,y,D))(tpu)e}.

Then, for the second term in the right hand side, we can easily see by using

Corollary 1 in §7, that for any v > 0 there exist 8 = 8(v) and e0 = eo(v) such that

\\yx * (P(D)-P(x,y, Z>)X9»0.|i««"t> è r|n * (»«).IU

for any tp e Cô(Qo) and for any e (0 < e < e0). Similarly we can get

\yx * {Qi(^)-QAx, D)(tpu)e}\m-Pl-mi2mn Ú v\yx * (<pu)Am,

j= 1,..., r, for any tp e Cô(&ô) and for any e (0 < e ̂  e0). Here also 8 and e0 depend

only on v.
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Thus we get the following estimate:

in * (9*)J« = C(||yi * P(x, y, D)(9u)e\\
T

(8.11) + 2 b'i * QA*> D)(<pu)e\m-PI-ml2mn
; = l

+ ||yi * (9«).||), 9 6 C0»(£2Ó),    0 < e ¿ e0,

where the constant C is independent of <p and e.

Next we prove that the norms

\\yx * Pix, y, D)iq>u)e\\

and

I Yx * Qiix, D)(<pu)e | m _ p, - m/2m„,      j = 1,..., r,

are uniformly bounded with respect to e (0<e^eo)- By Lemma 8.3 it is sufficient

to prove the uniform boundedness of the norms

\\yl*(P(x,y,D)(<pu)e\\

and

\Yi * {Qiix, 7>)(ç>M)£)|m_p<_m/2mn,       j = 1,..., r.

We note that yx * (7(x, y, D)i<pu)\ = iyx * Pix, y, D)i<pu)),,. If we write

(8.12) Pix, y, D)i<pu) = 9Pix, y, D)u+ 2 Tfr^'i*. * ^)u,
ß*0   P-

then the fact <pPix, y, D)u=<pfe C0°°(£2,j) implies yx * <pfe L2iRn+ ). Now, we take any

term iDe<plßl)aaix, y)D"-0u in the summation of (8.12). Take if, e Co°°(£2d) such that

i/i = 1 in supp. (p. Then

iD'<plßl)aaix,y)D«-eu = iD»9lß\)aaix, y^'-e^u).

By virtue of Lemma 7.2 it is sufficient to prove yx * Da~ßii/iu) eL2(7?+). We can

easily observe that if (a,q}¿m, ß¿a, ß^O, then there exists a constant C such

that

(l + |^|m1/m+...+|ín_i|mn.1;m)|ía--íy„-í„|

^ c(i + i&i»! + • • • +|i»-1|"«-i + Hm»)

for any (f, i?) e 7?\ Let i<j,u)x be the extension of *fiu in <t>m(7?n) by the method used

in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Then yx * Da ' ßi<liu)x £ L\Rn). Therefore we see

yi * D"'ßit/iu) eL2iRn+). Hence we have

Yl*Pix,y,D)i<pu)eL2iR\).

Now it is obvious that

(n * Pix, y, D)i<pu))e = Vl * (/>(*, y, D)i<pu))e

is uniformly bounded for e (0 < e ̂  e0).
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For the norms \yx * Qt(x, D)(<pu)\m.Pt^ml2mn, we again write

Qjx, D)(tpu) = tpQAx, D)u+ 2 %rQf(x, D)u.

Similarly to the above, it is sufficient to prove that

|n * D"-^u)\m_p^nl2mn < oo

for any xp e C0°°(u¿), where <«, o> £pfi ß^a, ß^O. Clearly, it holds that

\yx*Da-e(ipu)\m-P)-ml2mn S \Da-\<l>u)\m^Pj-X).nl2mn,

and (.a—ß,a>á/fy—1. So Lemma 8.2 gives us

|yi*/)a-fl(l/.M)|m_Pj_m,2mn  <  00.

Thus, by using Lemma 8.3, we can conclude that the norms

\\yx*(P(x,y,D)(<pu)e)\\

and

\yx * Qlx, D)(tpu)e\m_Pj_ml2mn,      j = 1,..., r,

are uniformly bounded with respect to e (0<e^e0). By the estimate (8.11), we can

see that the norm 1^ * (tpu)\\m is uniformly bounded with respect to e (0<e^e0).

Hence the theorem of Banach-Saks implies yx*tpue <Pm.

We can repeat this procedure and get

Dlue <&r0C(Qs),       \ß\ ¡S N,   ßn = 0,   8 = 8(N)

for any integer N. Now the equation P(x, y, D)u=f can be written in the form

(8.13) />?««=-        2        aa(x,y)D%DaynU+f
<a,«>Sm; on<mn

Differentiating (8.13) with respect to x-variables we see

DiD^ueLlc(Q6).

Moreover we have

We can repeat this procedure and arrive at the conclusion of Theorem 8.1.

9. Hypo-analyticity at the boundary. In the following we shall investigate the

more precise estimates of the derivatives of the solutions of a quasi-elliptic bound-

ary problem. However, we are limited to the case of simple boundary operators.

Consider a quasi-elliptic operator P(D) of weight q = (mfmx,..., mlmn-x, mlmn)

and of determined type r (1 ̂ r^mn) given by (3.1):

P(D) = Dl*+        2        a«I%B¡r,
(l,í>S»!í,<Hn

where aa are complex constants.
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As the boundary operators we take only normal derivatives such that

QjiD)=Dki,j= 1,..., r, where A,#A, if ij>j and 0£k,^mn—\. Clearly these r

boundary operators cover P(D) (see Definition 3.1).

Definition 9.1. Let £2 be a domain in Rn and set d=idx, ...,dn), dj£l, /'=

1,..., n. We call u a function of the class G(d, £2) if « is infinitely differentiable in £2

and if for each compact set K in £2 there exist two constants C0, Cx such that

(9.1) ||7>°M,A1U :g C0C1" fl «f««'
( = i

or equivalently (if some o¡¡=0, then we define af« = 1 and |a|ia| = 1 if |a| =0)

(9.2) || 7T«, # I * â CoClV'"'

for any a, where ||w, AT ¡a, means the maximum of \w\ in K.

As in §6, let £2 be a domain in Rn and let the boundary of £2 contain an open set

tu (^ 0) in the plane j=0.

Now we can state our results.

Theorem 9.1 (cf. [3]). Let 7(D) be the quasi-elliptic operator defined as above

and take the boundary operators Dp (j= 1,..., r) given above. Consider the boundary

problem

(9.3) P(D)u(x,y)=f(x,y)   in    £2,

(9.4) Dkiu(x, 0) = 0,       j = 1,..., r   on   a,

withf £ G(Xq; £2 u w), Xq=(Xqx,..., Xqn), X> 1. Then any function u e <I>ftc(£2 u at)

satisfying (9.3) and (9.4) is a function in G(Xq; £2 u w).

Theorem 9.2. Let P(D) be the same as in Theorem 9.1. Assume that a function

w £ C°°(£2 u to) satisfies the following conditions:

(i) For each compact set K in £2 vj & there exist two constants C0, Cx such that

(9.5) \\Pk(D)u,K\\x ¿ C0Ckx(mkfk       (X ä 1).

(ii) On the plane boundary w, it holds that

(9.6) Dk,Pk(D)u(x, 0) = 0,       A = 0, 1, 2,...,

where k¡,j= 1,..., r are the same as in Theorem 9.1. Then u e G(Xq; £2 \J w).

Remark. As a special case of Theorem 8.1 we see that any solution

u e 0¡J<.(£2 u a>) of the problem (9.3), (9.4) is infinitely differentiable on £2 u «.

10. Proof of Theorem 9.1. To prove Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 we make use of the

methods in [3], [2] and [8].

First we shall derive some preliminary lemmas by making use of the coerciveness

inequalities proved in the foregoing paragraphs.
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We denote by W the set of all functions v e C¿°(£í u to) which satisfy boundary

conditions (9.4).

Lemma 10.1. Let P(D) be that in Theorem 9.1. Then for any e>0 and for any

veW the following inequality holds:

(10.1) 2      \\£>avb<a-q> = C{em\\P(D)v\\+(i+em))\v\\},

where the constant C is independent of e and v e W.

Proof. First we see that, if (ß, q)¿m, then

(10.2) |fV-l icÇfW' + W'Y'9*"*'     &v)zR\

where the constant C is independent of such ß. In fact, replacing £f by £jtmlmi,

j= 1,..., n— 1 and r¡ by r¡tmlm* in (10.2) means multiplying both sides by / if r>0.

Hence (10.2) is valid. Next noting that (ß,q}/m=l we can easily verify that, if

<(8,a>^m then

(10.3) |IVIe<i,,> è cLmÇ2 \ti\m' + \,n\m*) + î\

for another constant C independent of such ß and of (£, 77) e Rn. By the same way

in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we get for any a, <a, q) g m and for any veW

(10.4) [/y»!«<«•«> ^ cLm 2 IIAm'tf|l + Nl}-

Finally we apply the coerciveness estimate (3.8) and we get Lemma 10.1.

Lemma 10.2 (cf. [3], [10]). For every compact set K<^(R\)a and for every

h,0<h = i, there are a function <p = <pK¡h and constants Ca independent of h such that

ipeCg>(Kk),ip=i on K and

(10.5) IDty\ m = Cah-<«•«>   for every a,

where  Kh={xe (Rn+)a; dis (x, K)Sh}.   It  may  be  assumed that   Dy<p(x,0)=0,

i=l,...,Wn.

Now we introduce some notation. For convenience we assume that the plane

boundary to contains the origin (0,..., 0). We denote by V the hemisphere

{(x,y); |x|2+>'2</?2,7>0}includedin£2andputF_r={(x,>');|x|2-l-j'2<(/?-r)2,

y>0},0<r<R=l. We set for arbitrary /^0,

(10.6) ||ZVu;/+<&?>, V\\ =   sup rl+<s-">\\Deu, V_r\\,
0<r<R

and

II«; q, p.; I, V\\ =     sup    ff (ä^tY'" \D>u; /+</?, q}, V\\,
,j07x iä0;i„ = 0 fm\  \Pi+ 1/

p. = (p.X,...,H-n-l),Pi > 0, 1 á i án-1.
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The following lemma is essential in our proofs of Theorem 9.1 and Theorem 9.2.

Lemma 10.3 (cf. [2]). Let P(D) be the same as in Theorem 9.1, that is, P(D)

is quasi-elliptic of weight q and of determined type r. Then

2    \\Dau, V.r\e<-» Z cIem\\P(D)u, V-t-d+W
4>Sm I

2    8<«.«>||/)««,^.(r_d)|| + |a,F_(r_a)||)

for any e>0 and for any ueC^^) satisfying the boundary condition (9.4). The

constant C is independent of r, 8(0<8<r,0<r< +oo) andu.

Proof. Take «A=0V _r „ defined in Lemma 10.2. Then i/,u also satisfies the bound-

ary condition (9.4). Hence >f,u satisfies the inequality (10.1). So

2      \\D"u,V^\\e<^> S C{y||7>(Z»(,M| +(l+e")||,M}. .
<a,q>£m

By the Leibniz formula we have

P(D)(4>u) = *P(D)u+    2 2      aaCa,BD"-ßuD^,

where Ctt,t are appropriate constants. Hence we have

\\P(D)(^u)\\èC\\P(D)u,V.(r.6)\\ + C    2 2     ¿¡-«-»HD«-'«, V.iT_6)\\,

úC\\P(D)u,V_,T_6)\\ + C    2     8 — <y-">\\D^u,V.<r.ô)\\.
<r,qXm

Thus the lemma is proved.

Now in (10.8) we put e—x-t-r, 8 = rt with sufficiently small x,t(>0) determined

later. Then (10.8) turns into

2     \\D"u, K_r||x<«-«>(rr)<«-'> è Cfxmitrr\\PiD)u, K_r(1_()||

(10.9) +xm    2    (.rt)<"-->\\D"u, F_r(1_t)||
<a,<7><m

+ 11«, F_r<1.()|||.

Multiplying both sides by (tr)' (/ä0) we have

2     ||7)aM, K_r||r!+<a-0>x<a,,>i<a,0>+'

<a,q>Sm

f    \l+<a,q>

é c[\\p(d)u, r_rtl_4(r(i-i)y+v(rrï)'+

+ Xm    2     H^^-ra-olKKl-Oy^^iA)'

+ ||„,K_ra_0fi(r(l-0),(T37)1}-
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Hence we get by (10.6)

2     \\Dau;l+(<x,q}, K||x<™>/' + «--'>

vi+m

S chp(D)u;l+m, V\ (jrj)'X"+x"

<i2j,^;/+<«,,>,n(Ti1)'*<-"+ik,,ni(îi7)'

Now assume 0<t^ll(l+m). Then there is a constant c>0 such that

(r/(l-/))' + <«•«> ̂ ri + <«.i>ec

for any <x satisfying (<x,q)¿m. Taking x sufficiently small here we get, for another

constant C,

2     \\Dau;l+(a,q>, K||i<"-«> g C{||Fm;/+w, V\\tm+ \\u; I, V\\}
<a,qy^m

with any / such that 0 < t g 1/(1+m).

We note that in Lemma 10.3 the terms £<<r,l!> and 8<a-q> can be replaced by

e<a.A«> ancj §<«.*«> vvitra any A^l respectively. Thus we can obtain the following

lemma.

Lemma 10.4. FAere exists a constant C such that

(10.10) 2    \\Dau;l+<.*,Xqy,V\\t<a-*<» g C{\\P(D)u; l+m, V\\tmX+ \\u; I, V\\}

for   all   ueC(Clu to)   satisfying   the   condition   (9.4),   provided   that   0<t¿

11(1+m), X£1.

By making use of these lemmas we can prove Theorems 9.1 and 9.2. For sim-

plicity we consider the case A= 1. It will be convenient to use the notation:

(10.11) (DeP(D)u)t = t<B-q> + mDBP(D)u,       (Dßu)t = t<e-^Deu;

BQ(D<>u) = «(/)*«)»;/+</!,?>, F||(3),
(10.12)

(10.13)

(10.7)

Bi + X(u) =       max      Bt(Dßu),       i £ 0;
<ß,q>Sm;gn = 0

Bo(DePu) = \\(D'Pu)t;l+<ß,q) + m, V\\,

Bt+x(Pu) =      max       Bt(DßPu),       / £ 0;
<«.3>Sm;/Sn=0

||u;9, p.; I, V\\ =     sup    n (f )M' \\D*u; l+<ß,q>, V\\.
/SS0;i„=0 i=\   \Pi/

\\Pu;q, p; I, V\\ = sup "ff (g)'"' Wpu; l+m+(ß,q}, V\\.

(3) The B¡ are functions of / also.
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Lemma 10.5. There is a constant C> 1 such that

(10.14) C -'Bfyt) Ú max / max C-'B^Pu), B0(u)\
USItSi J

for /=1,2,... and for all ueC°(V) satisfying (9.4), provided that 0</

UlU+jm).

Proof. We see that (10.10) means

(10.15) Bx(u) g max {CBoiPu), CB0{u)}

with some positive constant C. The inequality (10.15) shows that (10.14) is true

when y= 1 and 0<t¿ l/(/+m). If we replace u by D"u in (10.8), multiply both sides

by e<e-">, and then proceed as in the proof of Lemma 10.4, we find that

B2iu) ^ max {CBx(Pu), CBx(u)},

provided that 0< t^ \/(l+2m). Again by (10.15) we obtain

(10.16) 7í2(m) ̂  max {CBx(Pu), C2B0(Pu), C2B0(u)},

provided that 0<t¿ll(l+2m). Proceeding in this way, we can prove (10.14)

for all /

Lemma 10.6. Let B0 be defined by (10.12), (10.13) with t, = !/(/+jm) for I and j

fixed. Then there are constants c< 1 and Cx, independent of j, such that

(10.17) C-x 11 u ; q, cp. ; I, V || g C - 'BAJu, tt) + B0(u)

and

(10.18) C-'B¿Pu, t,) g \\Pu; q, /»; /, V\\,

where p = (Cll,li,..., C1'«»-»).

Proof. Put N=\Pu;q,p,;l, V\\, where p = (Cllqi,..., C1'"*-!), and suppose that

t=ll(l+jm). Then

(1      \m+<«.<i>

5-V ¡DtPu;l+m + <ß,q\V^
l+jm/

(i     \m + <Ä,«> "-i i a \B,q,

j-L-i     ni-i n
I+jmJ fm\ \PiJ

" <í.«>E>miín=oi=i V+W     \l+jm/

This proves (10.18).
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Next, with the same t, p. as above we have, for c determined later,

C"^(M) * „-JSf« C'¡ {iTjm)^ l|Z,'"; l+<ß'^ Vl

>=    max   c-w i p-nVA^ff/Äip
W-HmS<*.«>Si» \/+y«/ |-i\W       i = i\ft/

•||Z)»«;/+<|8,?>, F||

^ C max fl [^Tr^T' fl (?)''" Il ̂«î ¡+<ß,í>> V\,
U-l)mä<s.q>Simt=\lc(l+jm)\        fm\ \ßj " Nr'^X        "'

where C and C0 are constants independent ofy. Put

Then

(C'A-)"1 = (C')-xff [£f^r]M' = Cxc-«-«>,      (/-!>« ̂  <&?> S.M

is finite if c is sufficiently small. This proves (10.17).

Finally we obtain the following estimate :

(10.19) \\u;q,cp;l, V\\ g C{\\Pu;q, p; I, V\\ + \\u;l, V\\},

for all ue CK(V) satisfying (9.4). In the same way we can get the estimate of the

type

(10.20) \\D«u;q,cp;l+<a,q}, V\\ ¿ C{\\Pu;q, p.; I, V\\ + \\u;l, V\\}

for any a such that <<x, q}^m.

Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 9.1. Let/(;t, v) be in G(q, £2 u to).

Then for any hemisphere K={(x,y); \x\2+y2Sr,y = 0}<^V, there are constants

C0, Cx such that

(10.21) \\iyf,K\\ S C0C|al|a|<a,,>

for all a.

By the inequality (10.20) we have for new constants C0, Cx

(10.22) \\DexDau,K\\ í C0Ciíl|¿3|«,-«>

for any ß (ßn=0) and a «a, q}^m). We may assume that the corresponding con-

stants in (10.21) and (10.22) are the same.

The equation P(D)u=f can be written in the form

(10.23) D^u = /-        2        a"D°'u-
<o,fl>Sm;a„<mn

We note that (a,q}^m and an=mn imply at=0, (/=!,...,«-!), and that for
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any positive integer k(^mn), (a,q}^m and an = mn — k imply 2in=Ti1 at^i = kqn.

Differentiating (10.23) with respect to x-variables and applying (10.21) and (10.22),

we have

(10.24) \\DiD^u,K\ ¿ C0Ci»l|j8|«-«> + ÄCoCj»l|i8|<i-«>,

where we put B=l + '£a\aa\. Again differentiating (10.23) we have

DBxD™« + 1u = DxDyf- 2 aaDBxDaxD^u

+ 2 aaDx(D%Dl« + 1u)
<or.<7> gm; anSmn - 2

where we put aa=0 when an<0. Applying (10.24) and Lemma 10.1 we have

||7OT» + 1m,ä1 è C70C7l*'-,-1(l>S| +1)<*-«>+«»

(10.25) + B(B+ l)C0Ci<"+ H\ß\ +qnyo-Q>+%

+ BC0Cxel + ̂ +m(\ß\+qn + mye-'!y + '1n + m.

Repeating the procedure we can obtain, by a simple induction argument on A,

\\D»D¡¡ + ku, K\\ â (B+l)k + 1C0Cx» + k''n + m(\ß\+kqn + myi)-'» + k,><>+m,
(10.26)

A =1,2,....

Hence we can take new constants C0, Cx such that

(10.27) \\DexD^+ku, K\\ á C0Cxel + mn+k(\ß\+mn+kyB-'»+imn + k^n

for any ß(ßn=0) and for any A^0.

Applying Sobolev's lemma to the inequality (10.27) we obtain Theorem 9.1.

11. Proof of Theorem 9.2.    From the estimate (10.10) we easily obtain

max \DB+au; l+iß+a, Xq}, K||r <* + «.*«>
,..   ..      <a.«>Sm;</J,9>g)cm;i„=0

^ C max \\P'u;l+jm, V\\t»m
0£j£k

for all ue C^fQ u cu) satisfying (9.6), provided that 0< t^ l/(/+Aw), A=0,1,2,....

In a quite similar manner to that used in the proof of Lemma 10.6 we obtain

the estimate of the form

(11.2)   max   \\Dau; Xq,p; I + (a, Xq},V\\ ^C sup i-^rY    \\Pku; l+Xkm, V\\,
«t.q>sm *;   \mk/

where

Jl— 1    /      \ ß,q.

\\D°u; Xq, p; l+{a,Xq\ V\\ =     sup    fl   £        W + au; l+ß+<a, Xq\ V\\.

The same argument as in the end of the proof of Theorem 9.1 completes the

proof of Theorem 9.2.
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Remark. The conclusion of Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 can be extended to operators

with variable coefficients. The proof can be obtained by a quite similar argument

to the proof of Theorem 9.1 and Theorem 9.2 (cf. [2], [8]).

Added in Proof. The conclusion of Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 can be extended to the

general quasi-elliptic boundary problems defined in §3. Details will be given in a

future publication.
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